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DESKING
Any space can be the canvas for an outstanding creation.
With nearly unlimited configuration possibilities and a variety of options and finishes,
OFGO STUDIO’s desking collection will shape your environment to suit personal preferences
while delivering a cohesive look throughout your organization.
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Two minds are better than one.
The ability to easily shift between focused individual tasks and shared group tasks provides an optimal
balance of efficiency and productive communication. Choose from a combination of desking and storage
components to create collaborative work environments for a variety of applications.
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Add Privacy on Demand dividers to any office space. The frosted acrylic dividers are available
in a straight or wave design and can be affixed both above and below the worksurface.
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OPENNESS THAT BALANCES TEAM AND PERSONAL

Thriving spaces provide an ideal balance between collaboration and the performance achieved through dedicated personal
space. Modern Series desking can be configured to provide the optimal balance for any workplace. In addition, modular
desking components allow users to reconfigure workstations to embrace the frequent changes faced by growing organizations.
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PanelX® is a modular desk-mounted divider system that is vertically stacked to provide privacy.
PanelX® dividers can be added onto Modern Series worksurfaces to provide visual privacy between work areas.
The PanelX® system includes 90°, 120°, and 135° connections. Utilize a mixture of Modern Series desking
and PanelX® dividers to create an architectural framework that allows for 360 degree planning flexibility.
In addition, divider inserts can be easily reconfigured to adapt to a multitude of space requirements.
PanelX® favors collaborative workspaces while simultaneously providing personal space for each individual.
With privacy coverage from seated to standing height, each space can be adapted to the needs of any user.
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PanelX® above worksurface dividers allow users to add privacy and functionality to any workspace. PanelX® divider
inserts can be vertically stacked, reversed, and reconfigured with ease. Best of all, PanelX® is simple to specify, install,
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and add on.
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It shouldn’t require a meeting room to hold a brainstorming session. In fact, productive
collaboration is not about never-ending meetings but opportunities for individuals to join
together to create and innovate. Collaboration should have the chance to happen on the go
without hindering the individual work of other users.
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Mix & Mingle seating can be added to a variety of desking configurations to create go-to meeting spots right within a
user’s workspace. Mix & Mingle seating is mobile, comfortable, and can make any space the right space for people to
gather and collaborate.
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What are Extend Series base panels?
Extend Series is a 3” thick by 29” high laminate panel system that can attach to Modern Series desking
components to divide personal space and wrap guest seating within a workstation.
Extend Series is all about dividing space while uniting teams. Our changing workplace requires furniture that
supports various work styles, balancing the needs of the workplace with the needs of individual employees.
Extend Series panels can provide privacy and control where needed, without sacrificing open plan efficiency.
Extend Series panels can also be combined with PanelX® above worksurface dividers to create a large range of
privacy heights, from sitting to standing privacy.
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BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
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OFGO STUDIO’s desking products are purposefully designed for scalability and seamless integration to
allow for open ended planning and design freedom. Create a collaborative space, a personal space, or
a mixture of both by using components from multiple product lines. Start with Modern Series desking
to create a variety of collaborative layouts. Add varying levels of privacy with PanelX® above worksurface
dividers. Create an enclosed space with Extend Series panels, and add mobile teaming locations with
Mix & Mingle seating. Pieces can be moved, swapped, and rearranged, allowing for designs that are
focused on today while being prepared for the future.
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organization and foster its growth. The presence of furniture that is designed for
privacy and concentration is essential.

Whether you prefer the look of the Modern Series 1” thick worksurface profile or
upgrade to Modern Enhanced 1.5” profile, our contemporary desking solution
can support the styles and functions needed throughout any organization.

Create endless executive layouts that maximize space, provide privacy, encourage
guest interaction, integrate technology, and foster decision making.
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EXECUTIVE

In the executive office, fundamental decisions are made that help mold an
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Choose from an extensive selection of storage and overhead options specifically
suited for managerial and executive applications. Storage components can tower
up to 84” high and are available with nine handle options, as well as a variety of
laminate ﬁnish combinations.
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DESIGN IS IN
T H E D E TA I L S
A rich palette of laminate and steel creates
a balanced and sophisticated look. Powder
coated steel legs form a rectangular
geometric base and feature a rounded edge
detail. Enhance the look of any workspace
by combining the elegance of powder
coated steel with current color trends.
OFGO STUDIO’s fabric and finish offerings
provide a broad array of timeless choices.
Our surface laminate selection includes
solid and woodgrain finishes in light,
mid-tone, and dark hues. Mix and match
finishes to create various combinations
of two-tone designs that complete the
look of any space.
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Modern Enhanced is a contemporary desking solution that features a 1.5” thick top profile for
enhanced elegance. This elite line of desking components is style compatible with Modern Series
desking, providing a consistent palette when designing your office space.
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E X PA N D I N G
YOUR
PA L E T T E
Modern Enhanced features 1.5” thick
worksurfaces that are further extended by
a comprehensive line of storage solutions.
From personal storage and wardrobe
cabinets to lateral file and combination
cabinets, you can personalize your storage
requirements to best suit your needs.
Integrate vertical storage seamlessly with
an extensive selection of wall mounted
and freestanding overhead solutions.
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The reception area plays an important role in the
success of a corporation. Our reception station
offerings have been designed to impress visitors and
customers from their very first glance.

RECEPTION

Simple Components. Lasting Impressions.

Utilize a combination of Modern Series desking and
PanelX® dividers to create a reception space that
guarantees comfort, functionality, and flexibility.
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C A P T I VAT E
AT F I R S T
GLANCE
Intelligently combine wood and metal
finishes to create an ambiance that is
warm and inviting. Beautifully merge in
lounge furniture for a synergistic look.
Finish off with a rich woodgrain
textured counter top for enhanced
functionality and elegance.

This U-shaped reception station offers
a generous workspace with privacy
to enhance employee comfort and
productivity. From simple to elegant,
OFGO STUDIO’s variety of material
and finish combinations enables you
to create a reception area that will captivate at first glance.
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Utilize OFGO’s 135 degree corner units to allow for a unique and captivating look in any reception space. Want to get creative?
Add multiple 135 degree units to create a reception configuration that will impress with its angular design and rich wood finishes.
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135 DEGREE PLANNING POSSIBILI35
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POSITIVE FIRST IMPRESSION

PanelX® above-worksurface dividers allow users to add privacy and functionality to any reception space. PanelX® posts
can be utilized to add countertops from as low as six inches to as high as twenty-four inches above the worksurface.
Endless combination possibilities give you the opportunity to express your company’s true character.
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collaborate. From the conference room to the private office, Modern Series
tables complement any space.

Modern Series features tables of various dimensions, shapes, and styles.
Choose from our Modern Series 1” thick profile top or upgrade to the Modern
Enhanced 1.5” thick profile, and finish off by selecting a variety of compatible
boardroom components, including serving carts, audio visual cabinets,
presentation boards, and a variety of table top power module options.
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CONFERENCE

In the heart of every working environment is a place to gather, share ideas, and
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All desking products represented within this brochure are manufactured by
DSI Industries Inc., which is an independent member of the OFGO group
of companies.

OFGO.COM

All seating products represented within this brochure are manufactured by
Design Source International Inc., which is an independent member of the
OFGO group of companies.
Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. Use actual
laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference.
This brochure is printed on FSC® certified paper and contains a minimum
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global benchmark for
responsible forest management.

info@ofgo.com
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